The validity of the Weak Equivalence Principle relative to a local inertial frame is detailed in a scalar-vector gravitation model with Lorentz-Poincaré type interpretation. Given the previously established first Post-Newtonian concordance of dynamics with General Relativity, the principle is to this order compatible with GRT. The gravitationally modified Lorentz transformations, on which the observations in physical coordinates depend, are shown to provide a physical interpretation of parallel transport. A development of "geodesic" deviation in terms of the present model is given as well.
Introduction
Viable formulations of gravitation should fulfill, al least to the required experimental accuracy, the Equivalence Principle (EP) [25] (see Damour [13] for comments). The Weak Equivalence Principle (WEP) purports the indistinguishability of inertial and gravitational mass. The EP on the other hand requires physical laws to be equivalent in all local free-falling frames and, equivalent with their expression in unaccelerated frames without a gravity field. The WEP can also be stated as the principle of universality of free-fall or, that for the free-falling observer gravitation vanishes. It is well known however that such an observer will only locally establish that result. Each small spatial separation between a free-falling observer and some free-falling point particle -even if at some instance it was at rest relative to the falling observer-will cause a relative acceleration, e.g. Weinberg [24] , p. 148. The free-falling observer must thus be reduced to a local inertial frame (LIF). A free-falling observer crossed by some free-falling system with a non-zero relative velocity, mustaccording the WEP-have a zero relative acceleration only while meeting at the intersection point of their trajectories. That this is the case for a LIF observer is a priori not intuitive given the free-fall acceleration relative to a static observer [4] . Damour's stipulation of the Weak Equivalence Principle, or "universality of free-fall", is precise in this sense ( [12] , emphasis added):
C3: Principle of geodesics and universality of free-fall : small, electrically neutral, non self-gravitating bodies follow geodesics of the external spacetime (V, g). In particular, two test bodies dropped at the same location and with the same velocity in an external gravitational field fall in the same way, independently of their masses and compositions.
A static observer will attribute a free-fall acceleration with explicit kinematic dependence to a particle. Two coincident free-falling point particles will thus expose to the static observer a relative acceleration of kinematical origin -using generic coordinates [9, 3, 19] :
In order to validate the WEP such that "the equivalence of acceleration and gravitation" is realized, the particle's local dynamics related to a free-falling frame should be that of a free particle and no kinematical relative acceleration should remain at coincidence. The instant free-fall of the previously static observermentioned above-should indiscriminately annihilate all these residual relative kinematical accelerations (1) between random free-falling particles. The vanishing of these non-zero relative accelerations -for spatially coinciding systems-is only possible by having recourse to the covariant derivative. This requires the introduction of parallel transport in the definition of the derivative. We will detail below how this procedure naturally emerges in the L-P model and, leads in this context to the validity of the WEP in the LIF perspective.
( 1 ) A short introduction to the L-P model is given in the following section, a detailed development and calculation can be found in our previous work [4, 5, 6, 7] .
Gravitation model with Lorentz-Poincaré type interpretation
The L-P gravitational model maintains the effects of length shortening ("rod contraction") and time dilation ("clock slowing") as we understand them in the Lorentz-Poincaré interpretation of Special Relativity.( 2 , 3 ) Now however, these effects are due both to position in the gravitation field as well as a relative kinematics [6, 5] . This L-P type of development will explicitly use two levels of description ( 4 ): gravitationally affected observations versus gravitationally unaffected "observations". Note that, as the latter perspective corresponds to the coordinate description in GRT, it can not truly be considered observable. Moreover gravitation can not be shielded from, thus at most can the unaffected perspective be calculated starting from observable affected quantities. ( 5 ) The gravitational effects on space and time observations were developed as a gravitationally modified Lorentz Transformation (GMLT) for space and time intervals. In particular these transformations relate affected and unaffected descriptions. It was also shown that the elimination of the unaffected perspective from the GMLT between two local observers restores the local Lorentz covariance of the relations [4] . Therefore -even as the GMLT expose the spatial variability of the velocity of light in coordinate perspective-the locally observed velocity of light, c ′ , remains the universal vacuum value. In this model, related but distinct GMLT's for energy and momentum were fitted to the static Newtonian potential energy. ( 6 ) These same transformations give the Hamiltonian expressions for particles and photons in the unaffected perspective by simply assuming the special relativistic expressions in the affected perspective. With the resulting Hamiltonian, the equations of motion verify till 1-PN the gravitational phenomenology of GRT [5] . We state explicitly now the space and time GMLT for further developments in the next section. Let a physical -thus affected-observer at coordinate position r locally measure space and time intervals (dx ′ , dt ′ ). The space and time GMLT -for which we will adopt the standard mathematical symbol for the Lorentz transformation Λ µ ν (v, r) but now with two arguments; velocity and space (and time) location-will relate these to intervals (dx, dt) in the unaffected perspective [5] :
where Φ = Φ(r), c = c
We remark that the inverse GMLT -transforming S ′ into S 0 quantities-is given by:
The second member is written in hybrid form -the expression contains S 0 terms; u and c instead of u ′ and c ′ -being better adapted to use in the next section.
In the case of a non-stationary source, the GMLT must take into account the induced velocity field w caused by source movement [6] ( 7 ):
by an additional "Galilean" relation in coordinate space, according a local translation by the field w ( 8 ):
The frame velocity u 0 and the velocity of light c 0 are given by u 0 = u − w and c 0 = |c w − w|. ( 9 ) For completeness we note that the gravitational scaling and induced velocity fields {Φ, w} are given by the equations:
in no-retardation approximation [6] .
3 Acceleration transformations in the L-P model.
We have shown in previous work [5, 6] that the L-P model gives explicitly the particle and photon 1-PN gravitational accelerations in the unaffected perspective, e.g. [24] Eq 9.2.1 (static field);
As we expect, the basic premiss of the WEP as "equivalence of gravitation and acceleration" is already valid in the unaffected perspective; the acceleration is independent of the mass and energy of the falling entity. The transformation of this expression into the affected LIF perspective will not impair that quality. The present issue is however how to do this transformation to the LIF and show that spurious kinematic terms of type Eq (1) vanish. In previous work [4] , we found that an acceleration transformation -as standard time-derivative of the velocity transformation-in the case of fixed observer (and a static source) leads to a correct rendition of GRT relation in similar conditions (w = 0, u = 0) [9, 3, 19] :
The acceleration transformation (8) can not be adapted to the LIF observer. The observer in free-fall can not simply observe the value of a velocity of a remote system. In the case of the static observer this can done by rescaling, in its fixed frame, with respect to the value of Φ at the remote location. In the LIF case the scaling of the observer frame itself is changing due to its proper free-fall trajectory as well.
In the case of the free-falling observer we must take into account the proper movement of the observer -frame velocity u and frame acceleration a(u)-and find a procedure to relate remote values of the velocity of the observed particle to local values at the final location and time of the observer. The relative acceleration is then defined as usual using the -both local-final and intial value of the velocity over a time-interval dt ′ ;
This reduction to local values of quantities will be done according a procedure that amounts to parallel transport (e.g. [17] , sec. 6.1).
Parallel transport
An unequivocal physical procedure is constructed for obtaining a local value from a remote observation. ( 10 ) The procedure requires an auxiliary affected observer: a free-falling observer on a trajectory such that it evolves from the initial remote location at instance 1 to the final local location at instance 2.
The free-fall evolution will uniquely define the trajectory 1 to 2. This auxiliary observer will consider invariant a previously measured quantity which it "carries" subsequently along. However, again from the unaffected perspective one would still consider that both the observed quantity and the observer's measurement standards are equally affected. Subsequently the auxiliary observer during its evolution retains constant the measured values, because its measurement standards appear invariably self-similar. Note thus, that the gravitational and kinematic effect -monitored by the GMLT-continuously vary over the trajectory, while the quantity measured by the free-falling affected observer remains the same from the initial till the final instance of the trajectory. From the GMLT at the initial and the GMLT at the final instance the invariant quantities of the affected auxiliary observer can be eliminated and, a relation between coordinate space and time intervals locally and at the remote location is established. This procedure -here developed by GMLT-precisely expresses parallel transport in GRT [17] sec. 6.1, and is formalized subsequently. At initial space and time instance 1 the S 0 space and time intervals {dt 1 , dx 1 } are transformed to a freefalling observer S ′ P T , the auxiliary transporting observer. S ′ P T has velocityũ 1 such as to evolve by free-fall to space and time instance 2. The affected intervals observed by S ′ P T are given by Λ(ũ 1 , 1)(dt 1 , dx 1 ). During free-fall these affected quantities remain invariant to S ′ P T . At final instance 2 the inverse transformation Λ −1 (ũ 2 , 2) gives the transported intervals in coordinate perspective of S 0 at instance 2:
where a(r,ũ) is the free-fall acceleration in coordinate space, which to first Post-Newtonian is given by Eq. (7). The application of the transport procedure to the definition of acceleration Eq. (9) in LIF-perspective is now straightforward.
Acceleration in LIF-coordinates
Let a free-falling particle be observed by a free-falling observer. The LIF-observer attributes an acceleration to the particle, which according the WEP should be zero when the particle is spatially coincident with the observer. In order to calculate the acceleration the observer requires the initial and final velocity over an infinitesimal time interval. Let the observer measure the final -local-value of the particle's velocity at the intersection of their free-fall trajectories. According Eq. (9) then the initial velocity, an instance dt prior to intersection, should be rendered local to the intersection instance by parallel transport. In the present case (see Fig. 1 ) the auxiliary transporting frame is identical to the particle's rest frame S ′ v ; from 1 it reaches 2 at time t 1 + dt by free-fall (t 1 = t 1 ⋆ ). The observer frame S ′ u evolves from initial location 1 ⋆ to 2 while the particle S ′ v parallel transports its initial values from 1 to 2. At the intersection 10 In previous work we have constructed non-local GMLT's between two remote observers which relate the observations of both, [5] appendix Eq. A1. This was done by mathematically eliminating from their respective GMLT -to the unaffected perpsective-the same quantities (dx, dt) common to their respective observations (dx ′ 1 , dt ′ 1 ) and (dx ′ 2 , dt ′ 2 ). This relationship will not be used here.
of the free-fall trajectories 2, S ′ v disposes of the required initial velocity v 1P T and final velocity v 2 . The parallel transport is thus described by relation (10) with initial velocity and final velocity:
We want to check the WEP in the affected perspective; we must therefore express the transported quantities {dt 1P T , dx 1P T } in terms of measurements of the LIF-observer S ′ v , using relation (2) . Then the attributed intervals in affected perspective are (
The relative acceleration of the particle relative to S ′ v , according (9), requires dt ′ the time lapse in affected perspective between instances 1 and 2. Thus while dt 1 and dt 2 are the intervals in which the velocities are measured, dt is the interval in which the acceleration is measured. In the unaffected perspective these intervals are all taken identical, while in affected perspective these are given by;
Then following Eq. (9) the acceleration is given by
or in terms of velocities;
Notice that in this expression the GMLT that transforms the acceleration into terms of the observer S ′ u is not relevant if the acceleration comes out zero, as it operates on both parts of the subtraction. Taking into account that parallel transport occurs with initial and final frame velocities according Eq. (11) the transport frame coincides with the free-falling particle. We then immediately see that the remote value v 1 of the velocity is transformed proportional to the local value v 2 ;
Straightforward inspection of Eq. (17) shows that the proportionality factor is cancelled in the final fraction and the bracketed term -the "relative acceleration" in unaffected perspective-turns out identically zero. The relative acceleration in local coordinates of the LIF-frame is thus given by:
In the L-P type model, the Weak Equivalence Principle is thus fully satisfied in the LIF perspective: when the observer and particle free-fall trajectories intersect their relative acceleration is zero. This result is of course due to the particular process of parallel transport which is embedded in the calculation of the derivative. While the standard derivative is an isotropic operation, the covariant derivative is not; each initial remote value -required to make the difference with the final local value for differentiation-is rendered local in an anisotropic manner according the connectability by free-fall trajectory. The standard derivation results in residual kinematic acceleration terms, as in Eq. (1), while with the transport protocol the uniformity of free-fall emerges i.e. independence of the relative velocity.
We have in the previous development not invoked the specific form of the free-fall acceleration Eq. (7). The procedure thus merely hinges on the concept of free-fall acceleration a, according Eq. (11), but not its explicit form. It is clear that the parallel transport Eq. (18) can be viewed as a boost (time propagator) only in case the initial and final velocities are related by free-fall acceleration.
In the LIF -reduced to the intersection point of the orbitals-the WEP is found satisfied, it is known however that each separation from this point produces relative acceleration again. We look in the following section how this is described in the L-P type model.
Geodesic deviation
In the LIF the tidal acceleration is proportional to the space and time separation of the particle from the observer.( 12 ) Tidal acceleration in a LIF is typically expressed in a configuration in which two separated systems had identical velocities -relative to coordinate space-at an earlier moment. In GRT the relative acceleration due to geodesic deviation along the curve x µ (τ ) can be expressed in coordinates of the LIF observer (e.g. Weinberg [24] , Eq. 6.10.1);
where δx λ is the separation parameter between the particle and the LIF-observer. We calculate the tidal acceleration now according the L-P type model. The LIF observer S ′ u requires again locally both the initial and final velocity of the particle at respective instances 1 and 2 (see Fig. 2 ). During the present "observation" the particle remains remote throughout and thus two remote values must be rendered local for differentiation. Hereto auxiliary transporting frames must evolve, one from 1 to 3 followed by 3 to 4 for the initial value and another, from 2 to 4 for the final value of the particle's velocity. )/dt ′ , Eq. (9):
where dt ′ = Λ(u 4 , 4)(1, u 4 ) 0 dt = γ −1 4 (u 4 )Φ 4 dt. In practice the expression of the relative acceleration is studied to the first order in the separation fourvector ξ µ . The explicit rendition of the relative acceleration can be done using the expressions for the GMLT Eqs. (2,3) . It will be clear that in the non-relativistic limit the usual Newtonian tidal acceleration
